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The dynamics of association of Na+-Cl-, Na+-Na+, and Cl--Cl- ion pairs in liquid dimethyl sulfoxide is
studied by using the method of constrained molecular dynamics. Mean force potentials are employed to
investigate the role of the solvent on the ion pairs. Friction kernels for the relative dynamics of the ion pairs
have been evaluated at several interionic distances. Kramers and Grote-Hynes theories are applied to
understand the passage of the ion pairs across the potential energy barrier existing between a contact ion pair
and a solvent-separated ion pair. Transmission coefficients for the Na+-Cl- ion pair calculated from the
above theories are in good agreement with the direct computer simulation results. The magnitudes of the
squares of the nonadiabatic barrier frequencies are very large, and these confirm a polarization caging of the
reactant ion pairs by the large solvent molecules.

1. Introduction

Association and dissociation of ions in solution media are
important in influencing the rates of many chemical reactions.1-5

The dynamical features associated with the movement of ions
in liquid state reactions modify the rate constant obtained by
the transition state theory (TST). These may be studied by
computing the corresponding transmission coefficients. The
influence of the solvent in affecting the forward and the
backward rates of a reaction can be studied by calculating
reaction flux time correlation functions for both processes.6-8

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations9 offer a straightforward
way for calculating these time correlation functions, and thereby
the corresponding transmission coefficients.10-13

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) is an organic solvent that finds
a wide range of applications in biological reactions.14 Its utility
as a versatile solvent for a vast majority of biochemical reactions
stimulates one to acquire the knowledge of its ability to solvate
ions, ion pairs, and other molecular species, the dynamics of
these species in DMSO, and finally the reaction flux time
correlation functions between reacting species. For the present
study, we have selected the sodium chloride ion pair for its well-
known applicability in chemistry and biochemistry.15 The first
molecular dynamics simulations on DMSO were reported by
Rao and Singh.16 These authors determined the relative
difference in the free energies of solvation between different
ions in DMSO. MD simulations on water-DMSO mixtures
have also been reported.17 The structure and dynamics of
hydrogen bonding in water-DMSO mixtures have been exten-
sively studied through MD simulations.18

In the recent past, the equilibrium aspects of the ion pair
interconversion process have been the subject of both
theoretical19-23 and computer simulation13,24-30 studies. Several
ionic species in different polar solvents have been investigated.
Usually these studies dwell on the calculation of the potentials
of mean force (pmf),W(r), and the friction kernels,ê(t), due to
the solvent molecules around the reactant ions, vis a` vis direct
computation of the dynamical transmission coefficient,κ(t),

through MD simulations.13,29 The pmf between an ion pair at
a given interionic separation is the work done to bring the two
ions up to that separation in the presence of the solvent medium.
The pmf can be obtained by constrained molecular dynamics
simulations performed over a representative set of interionic
separations in the presence of a sufficient number of solvent
molecules around the ions. In terms of the solute-solute (i.e.
ion-ion) radial distribution functiong(r), the pmfW(r) is given
by31

wherer is the interionic distance,kB, the Boltzmann constant,
andT, the temperature. The friction kernel,ê(t), for the relative
dynamics of ion pairs in a solvent is defined as32,33

whereµ is the reduced mass of the ion pair,R(t) is the stochastic
force along the interionic axis at timet, and〈. . .〉 denotes the
ensemble average.
The use of the pmfs for the ionic dissociation-association

of sodium chloride in solvents such as water,11,34 methanol,35

and dimethyl sulfoxide36 has demonstrated the role of the solvent
in determining the location of the first local minimum in the
pmfs [e.g., 2.9 Å in water, 2.6 Å in methanol, and 2.6 Å in
DMSO; the gas phase minimum in the potential is at 2.5 Å]
and in contributing to different barriers for ionic dissociation-
association. The calculation of the friction kernels for water33

and methanol35 has been performed by Guardia et al. In the
present paper, we report the calculation of the friction kernels
in DMSO and investigate the influence of solventê(t) on the
reaction rate constants. The dynamical aspects of the ion pair
interconversion process can also be probed through direct MD
simulations as detailed by several authors.11,13,28 We have also
computed the dynamic transmission coefficient for the Na+-
Cl- ion pair in DMSO through these direct MD simulations.
The results are then compared with the predictions of Kramers37

and Grote-Hynes38 theories.
The organization of this article is as follows. In section 2,

we present a brief description of the models used and the
methods employed in the MD simulations. The structure and
dynamics of the ion pairs are described in section 3. Analysis
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W(r) ) -kBTln[g(r)] (1)

ê(t) ) (µkBT)
-1〈R(t)‚R(0)〉 (2)
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of the results in terms of Kramers and Grote-Hynes theories
is presented in section 4. In section 5, we have investigated
the ion pair interconversion process through direct MD simula-
tions. The conclusions of the present work are summarized in
the last section.

2. The Model and the Method

The details of the molecular model of DMSO and the charge
distribution around the atomic sites have been described by us
in our earlier paper.36 While the same reference should be
consulted for details, we recount here the important features
relevant to the present work. We have used the charge
distribution obtained by Rao and Singh,16 namely, S (+0.139e),
O (-0.459e), and CH3 (+0.160e), wheree is the magnitude of
electronic charge. The intermolecular associations in DMSO
and its aqueous solutions are due to the polarization of the
sulfur-oxygen bond,14 for which the bond order is 1.55. We
have made use of the neutron diffraction data on liquid DMSO,
reported by Bertagnolli et al.,38 for our calculations. The bond
lengths are S-O (1.496 Å) and S-C (1.8 Å); the bond angles
are O-S-C (107.2°) and C-S-C (99.2°).
The intermolecular potentials are defined as follows. The

solvent-solvent, solute-solvent, and solute-solute potentials
are taken as the sum of the Lennard-Jones (LJ) and Coulombic
terms.13,30 The site-site potential has been taken as

whereR andâ are the interaction sites on different molecules,
r is the site-site separation, andqR and qâ are the charges
located at the sitesR andâ, respectively. Table 1 lists the values
of the site-site potential parameters,ARâ and CRâ, in units of
kBT.
The system we have considered for the MD simulations

contains 125 DMSO molecules and one of the three ion pairs.
The length of the cubic simulation box was taken to be 24.506
Å. An average temperature of 298 K was maintained. This
gurantees an approximate density of 1.1 g/cm3 for DMSO at
the simulation temperature. Conventional periodic boundary
conditions were imposed to simulate the microcannonical
ensemble. Earlier MD simulations done on DMSO by Vaisman
and Berkowitz17 taking 64 and 512 molecules resulted in a fairly
similar structure of the site-site radial distribution functions.
These authors used the same interaction potentials as defined
by eq 3. For our purpose, we have compared the simulation
results in (a) 125 DMSO molecules in a cubic simulation cell
of edge length 24.506 Å and (b) 254 DMSO molecules in a
cubic simulation cell of edge length 31.039 Å, both yielding
the same values (within 1%) for the solvent friction coefficient.
To truncate the short-range (ion-DMSO) and (DMSO-DMSO)
interactions, a spherical cutoff with half the box length as the
cutoff radius was used. The long-range interactions were
computed using the reaction field technique.40,41 The equations
of motion for the solvent particles were solved numerically using
the Verlet algorithm.42 We have used 0.005 ps as the time step
in the MD simulations. To maintain the intramolecular structure
of DMSO and also to hold the interionic distance constant, the

SHAKE algorithm43 was used. For each of the interionic
separations, the system was equilibrated for 50 ps.
For the system consisting of two ions (A,B) andN solvent

molecules, the force due to the solute-solvent interactions acting
along the interionic axis can be evaluated as33,35,44

whereFAS(t;r) andFBS(t;r) are the total forces on the solute
particles due to the solvent molecules;mA and mB are the
individual masses of the ions;µ is the reduced mass; andr̂ is
the unit vector along the AB direction. TheF(t;r) values were
calculated at each time step and then averaged over the whole
simulation. The total mean force between the ions is the sum
of the direct ion-ion force,Fd(r), and the solvent contribution,
∆F(r). That is,

where∆F(r) ≡ 〈∆F(t;r)〉. The potential of mean force can then
be calculated as28,30,35

The choice ofW(r0) was done in such a way that the calculated
mean force potentials match the macroscopic Coulombic
potential at long distances.45 We have found that the pmf is
not sensitive to the choice ofr0 at a distance greater than 7.8
Å.
To provide for a tool for the analysis of the relative dynamics

of the ion pairs, we have calculated the friction kernels,ê(t),
using eq 2. The stochastic forces responsible for the solvent
friction can simply be obtained as29,33

under the rigid bond approximation for the solute ion pair. As
a prerequisite for eq 7, the systems considered must have clear
separation of time scales for the translational and reorientational
motion of the ion pair. This condition has been verified for
the Na+-Cl- ion pair by Guardia et al.29 for associated liquids
(such as water) and is expected to be valid for heavier and
moderately associating liquids. Thus, one can use eqs 2 and 7
to evaluate the friction kernels in the constrained MD simula-
tions.

3. Structure and Dynamics of the Na+-Cl- Ion Pair

The main characteristics of the potentials of mean force for
the three ion pairs in different solvents are given in Table 2 for
comparison. The potentials of mean force for the Na+-Cl-
ion pair in DMSO were calculated and reported by Madhu-
soodanan and Tembe.36 Figure 1 presents the essential features
of the pmfs of the Na+-Cl-, Na+-Na+, and Cl--Cl- ion pairs
in DMSO. TheW(r) of the Na+-Cl- pair shows two minima:
a deep minimum atr ) 2.6 Å and a shallow minimum atr )
7.2 Å. At interionic separation ofr ) 4.9 Å the pmf has a
local maximum of ca. 1.7kBT. The first minimum at 2.6 Å
corresponds to the contact ion pair (CIP), where the Na+ and
Cl- ions are held in close contact by the strong electrostatic
attractive forces. The second shallow minumum at 7.2 Å
represents the solvent-separated ion pair (SSIP), where the two
ions are held together with one solvent molecule between them.
Figure 2 presents the representative configurations of the solvent
molecules (within 5 Å from either ion) around the three ion
pairs at selected interionic distances.

TABLE 1: Site-Site Potential Parameters for DMSO, Na+
Ion, and Cl- Ion

site 10-4 ARâ, kBTÅ12 10-2CRâ, kBTÅ6

S 565.0 27.7
CH3 511.8 23.5
O 18.6 2.9
Na+ 2.4 5.1
Cl- 4390.5 59.1

URâ(r) ) (ARâ/r
12) - (CRâ/r

6) + (qRqâ/r) (3)

∆F(t;r) ) µ{FAS(t;r)mA
-
FBS(t;r)

mB
}‚r̂ (4)

F(r) ) Fd(r) + ∆F(r) (5)

W(r) ) -∫F(r) dr ) W(r0) -∫r0rF(r) dr (6)

R(t) ) ∆F(t;r) - ∆F(r) (7)
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Because of the shallow barrier (∼1.7kBT) in the pmf of Na+-
Cl- to move from a SSIP configuration to a CIP configuration,
we expect that many of the SSIPs would have a rather large
probability of crossing the SSIPf CIP barrier to assume a CIP
configuration. The activated process would thus be expected
to possess a first-order rate constant. The other factors
influencing the kinetics of the process are the solvent reorien-
tational motions as well as the influence of other CIP/SSIPs
present in the system. The deep potential minimum at 2.6 Å
for the CIP indicates a very stable configuration for the contact
ion pair. The longer distance of the ion pair in the SSIP
configuration in DMSO is because of the large size of the
solvent molecules.
By comparison, the Na+-Cl- ion pair shows an association

barrier of 3.7kBT in water,29 5.6 kBT in methanol,35 and 1.9
kBT in DMSO. Thus, the ion association in DMSO is a highly
favored process.
Under the rigid bond approximation (for the ion pair), the

initial time values of theê(t) kernels are dependent not only on
the interionic separations but also on the nature of the solvents.
Table 3 presents a comparison of the initial values of the friction
kernels at several interionic distances for the Na+-Cl-, Na+-
Na+, and Cl--Cl- ion pairs. The interionic distances in each
of the Na+-Cl- and Na+-Na+ are chosen as the first minimum,
first maximum, and second minimum, respectively. The pmf
of the Cl--Cl- ion pair does not have any minimum in any of
the solvents; consequently, the interionic distances (referred to
in Table 3) were chosen to broadly cover the 4.0-8.0 Å region.
The results obtained for water33 and methanol35 show an increase
in the initial values of the friction kernels with increasing
interionic separations. Such a generalization is not observed

in the case of the Na+-Cl- ion pair in DMSO. This may be
attributed to the already large interionic distance of the ion pair
in the transition state (4.9 Å) and also to the need for the ions
to separate further before an individual ion is fully surrounded
by its own solvation shell.
The normalized friction kernels [êN(t) ) ê(t)/ê(0)] associated

with the Na+-Cl-, Na+-Na+, and Cl--Cl- ion pairs in DMSO
at several interionic distances are displayed in Figures 3, 4, and
5, respectively. We now compare the overall shapes of the
normalized friction kernels for each of the ion pairs in water,
in methanol, and in DMSO. All theêN(t)’s show very rapid
initial decays for the Na+-Cl- ion pair, and these decays are
nearly identical up to a time of about 0.1 ps. This rapid decay
is followed by a long-time decay characteristic of each system.
The initial negative oscillations in the decay of theêN(t)’s of
the Na+-Cl- ion pair are more pronounced in DMSO than in
methanol and in water. In DMSO, the oscillations persist up
to 0.5 ps, while in methanol they persist up to 0.2 ps and in
water the oscillations persist only up to 0.1 ps. To confirm
these oscillations, we have estimated the errors inêN(t) from
10 MD runs, each of 40 ps. The errors inêN(t) are<5% in the
range 0-0.1 ps and<10% in the range 0.1-0.5 ps. Beyond
0.5 ps,êN(t) has already decayed to less than 0.05 in magnitude.
Thus, the negative oscillations in the 0-0.5 ps range are
statistically significant.
The differences of theêN(t) values at the three interionic

distances are smaller in DMSO and in water than in methanol.
As a matter of fact, theêN(t) value in methanol35 at the shortest
interionic distance of 2.6 Å does not decay to zero even at 1.25
ps and remains above 0.2 over the entire period from 0.0 to
1.25 ps. The difference betweenêN(t) at 2.6 Å andêN(t) at 3.4
Å in methanol is about 0.3 over the period 0.0-1.25 ps;
likewise, the difference inêN(t) values between 2.6 and 4.6 Å
is close to 0.2 over the same time period. In the case of DMSO,
a smaller difference of 0.1 inêN(t) values exists only between
0.05 and 0.5 ps for the shorter (2.6 Å) and the longer (4.9 and
7.2 Å) interionic distances. Several factors such as molecular
shape, molecular mass, and symmetry could contribute to this.
It would be interesting to study the specific effects of polarity
on these differences. The friction kernels in water are the least
structured at the interionic distances reported.33

The observed behavior ofêN(t)’s of the Na+-Na+ ion pair
is very similar in all three solvents. Short-time negative
oscillations inêN(t) are observed in water (up to 0.1 ps), in
methanol (up to 0.2 ps), and in DMSO (up to 0.6 ps). The
short distance (rNa- Na≈ 3.6 Å)êN(t) is distinctly different from
the large-distance (rNa-Na g 4.5 Å) êN(t). In methanol, the
differences inêN(t) values at the three interionic distances persist
over the entire period from 0.0 to 1.25 ps and the long-time
êN(t) for the rNa-Na ) 3.6 Å decays only up to 0.1 at 1.25 ps.
In water and in DMSO, the differences between short-distance
êN(t) and large-distanceêN(t) persist only between 0.05 and 0.5
ps. Strong structural similarities in the solvent organization
around the two Na+ ions are responsible for influencing the
dynamics of the solvent molecules for these ions over the range
of interionic distances considered. The friction kernels for the
Cl--Cl- ion pair exihibit the slowest decay. The dependence
of êN(t) for this ion pair on the interionic separation is negligible
in all three solvents. The characteristic oscillatory behavior of
êN(t) is also the least for this ion pair.
It may be noted that for the Na+-Cl- ion pair in DMSO the

êN(t) at an interionic distance corresponding to the minimum
ofW(r) at 2.6 Å has a distinct short-time (up to 0.25 ps) decay
pattern in the sense that the negative oscillations are the least
pronounced. Similar behavior ofêN(t) of the same ion pair was

TABLE 2: Main Characteristics of the pmf’s of Na+-Cl-,
Na+-Na+ and Cl--Cl- Ion Pairs in Different Solvents

in watera in methanolb in DMSOc

ionic species
r/
Å

W(r)/
(kBT)

r/
Å

W(r)/
(kBT)

r/
Å

W(r)/
(kBT)

(Na+-Cl-)
first minimum 2.9 -1.04 2.6 -5.83 2.6 -27.03
first maximum 3.7 +1.46 3.4 -0.42 4.9 +1.69
second minimum 5.0 -2.08 4.6 -5.21 7.2 -0.25

(Na+-Na+)
first minimum 3.8 +0.21 3.6 +9.00 3.6 +10.14
first maximum 5.0 +1.67 4.6 +10.40 4.9 +13.52

6.0 +0.42 6.0 +6.80 7.0 +5.07
(Cl--Cl-)

5.4 +1.33 5.4 +13.33 5.4 +11.83
6.4 +2.00 7.8 +2.67 7.8 +1.54

aReference 33.bReference 35.cReference 30.

Figure 1. Potentials of mean force for the (a) Na+-Cl- (b) Na+-
Na+, and (c) Cl--Cl- ion pairs in dimethyl sulfoxide.
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observed in water33 and in methanol.35 These observations also
hold good for the Na+-Na+ ion pair in all three solvents. The
stability and the long-lived character of the CIP configuration
are inducing a slower decay of fluctuation inR(t).

4. Ion Pair Interconversion in the Na+-Cl- System

To calculate the reaction rates for the transitions between the
contact ion pair and the solvent-separated ion pair states, we
have evaluated the friction kernels that characterize the dynamics
of the process. The rate constant (krate) of the interconversion
(i.e. CIP to SSIP and vice versa) process is related to the
corresponding transition state theory value (kTST) by the
transmission coefficient (κ)

The pmfs of the Na+-Cl- and the Na+-Na+ ion pairs have
activation barriers for CIPf SSIP process at the same interionic
separation of 4.9 Å. We have determined the corresponding
transmission coefficients of these barriers using the Kramers
theory37 and the Grote-Hynes (GH) theory38 for the ion
dissociation-association reactions in solution. Both these
theories assume a stochastic equation (here, a generalized
Langevin equation)5,37,46for the time evolution of the reaction

Figure 2. Characteristic solvent configurations around the reactant ion pairs in DMSO: (a) Na+-Cl- at 2.6 Å; (b) Na+-Cl- at 4.9 Å; (c) Na+-
Cl- at 7.2 Å; (d) Na+-Na+ at 3.6 Å; (e) Na+-Na+ at 4.9 Å; (f) Cl--Cl- at 5.4 Å. (See text.)

TABLE 3: Initial Values of the Friction Kernels of
Na+-Cl-, Na+-Na+, and Cl--Cl- Ion Pairs at Several
Interionic Distances

in watera in methanolb in DMSOc

ionic
species

r
(Å)

ê(0)× 10-3

(ps-2)
r
(Å)

ê(0)× 10-3

(ps-2)
r
(Å)

ê(0)× 10-3

(ps-2)

Na+-Cl- 3.0 1.38 2.6 1.32 2.6 7.7( 0.2
3.7 2.00 3.4 1.47 4.9 10.7( 0.6
5.0 2.36 4.6 1.78 7.2 10.6( 0.8

Na+-Na+ 3.8 2.45 3.6 2.20 3.6 7.3( 0.4
5.0 2.87 4.6 2.31 4.9 8.4( 0.3
6.0 2.79 6.0 2.56 7.0 8.6( 0.2

Cl--Cl- 5.4 1.34 5.4 0.70 5.4 1.1( 0.1
6.4 1.37 7.8 1.0( 0.1

aReference 33.bReference 35.c Present work.

krate) kTSTκ (8)
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coordinate (here, the interionic axis). In the Kramers theory,
an instantaneous solvent response is implicit for the reactive
process. According to Kramers, the transmission coefficient is
expressed as33

whereê is the constant friction coefficient13 given by

and ê(t) is the time dependent friction coefficient defined by
eq 2;ωb is the barrier frequency38,47 (obtained in our studies
by fitting an inverted parabola13,46 in the barrier region; i.e., at
r ) rq ( 0.5 Å; wherer is the interionic separation andrq is
the interionic separation at the transition state). The transmission
coefficient in the GH theory can be expressed as38

where the reactive frequency,38 λr, is the solution of the implicit
equation

According to eqs 8 and 11, the rate constant is just the TST
rate constant (kTST) times the ratio of the reactive frequency
(λr) and the barrier frequency (ωb). Equation 12 demands that
we need to know the behavior ofê(t) at all times during the
reactive process. The reciprocal of the reactive frequency (λr-1)
gives a measure of the time scale characteristic for the reaction
coordinate motion at the transition state in the presence of the

solvent. When barrier recrossings are neglected, thenλr ) ωb,
and the TST applies. The GH approach has been found to give
satisfactory results when compared with the MD calculations
on ion pair dynamics in model solvents,13 in water,33 and in
methanol.35 The dynamic solvent influence that enters into the
GH expression (eqs 11 and 12) via the time dependent friction
ê(t) has been successfully utilized in explaining the deviations
from the TST for many chemical reactions. These include
dipole isomerization,48 heavy particle charge transfer,46,49

electron transfer,50 proton transfer,51 photochemical charge
transfer,52 and SN2 reactions.53

The various dynamical coefficients involved in the Kramers
and the Grote-Hynes expressions for the barrier crossing
reactions for the two ion pairs Na+-Cl- and Na+-Na+ in
DMSO are listed in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. For the
purpose of comparison, the values obtained for water33 and
methanol35 are also included in these tables.
As can be seen from Table 4, the barrier frequencies for the

Na+-Cl- ion pair in the three solvents follow the trend
ωb(methanol)> ωb(water)> ωb(DMSO). The barrier in the
pmf of the Na+-Cl- ion pair in methanol35 is sharper than in
water,29 which in turn is sharper than in DMSO.36 We have
observed that the barrier in the pmf of water fits an inverted
parabola quite well with the error inωb < 0.2 ps-1. In the
case of methanol and DMSO we have estimated the errors in
ωb by fitting inverted parabolas in three ranges of(0.4 Å, (
0.5 Å, and( 0.6 Å around the barrier top. In methanol the
error inωb is(1.0 ps-1, while in DMSO the error is(1.4 ps-1.
For each of the barrier tops, the parabolas match the pmfs within
10%. The magnitudes of the barrier frequencies in these
solvents are manifestations of the steepness of the respective
pmfs. We observe that the reaction time scale value (λr-1) is
shortest in methanol (0.10 ps) and longest in DMSO (1.56 ps);
the corresponding value in water is 0.28 ps. Asλr-1 gives a
measure of the time spent by the reactant ion pair in the
transition state, it can be seen that on a rather flat barrier top
(like that in DMSO) the transition state configuration is long-
lived. The large value of this reaction time scale in DMSO is
due to the strong negative oscillations inêN(t) (which make the
integral in eq 12 small) and also due to the small value ofωb.
One can define a “kernel correlation time” (τkc) characteristic

of the solvent through the integral value of the normalized
friction kernel,

This has been referred to as the “solvent time scale” (τc) by
Rey et al.33 (for water) and by Sese et al.35 (for methanol). In
these two solvents, theêN(t) for the Na+-Cl- ion pair exihibits

Figure 3. Normalized friction kernels for the Na+-Cl- ion pair at
several interionic distances.

Figure 4. Normalized friction kernels for the Na+-Na+ ion pair at
several interionic distances.

κKr ) [1 + (ê/2ωb)
2]1/2 - (ê/2ωb) (9)

ê )∫0∞dt ê(t) (10)

κGH ) λr/ωb (11)

λr ) ωb
2/[λr +∫0∞dt exp(-λrt) ê(t)] (12)

Figure 5. Normalized friction kernels for the Cl--Cl- ion pair at
several interionic distances.

τkc )∫0∞dt êN(t) (13)
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a negative oscillation for short periods (up to 0.1 ps in water
and up to 0.2 ps in methanol). However, theêN(t) for the same
ion pair in DMSO shows a more pronounced negative oscillation
for a longer period (up to 0.6 ps). The long-lived oscillatory
behavior of the friction kernel in DMSO is a characteristic of
this solvent.
Because of the negative oscillations of the friction kernels at

short times, the very small magnitudes ofτkc may not yield a
suitable comparison of the different solvents. As an alternative
measure of the solvent time scale, one can compare the
characteristic times of decay of the friction kernel to a low value
(say 5% of the initial magnitude) analogous to the half-lifet1/2
used in chemical kinetics. For the Na+-Cl- ion pair, the values
for t0.05 are 0.79 ps (water), 0.59 ps (methanol), and 0.38 ps
(DMSO). Thus, the trends observed inτkc values are identical
with the trends int0.05 values.
It can be seen thatτkc for the Na+-Cl- ion pair is shortest

in DMSO (0.025 ps) and longest in water (0.10 ps); the
corresponding value in methanol is 0.054 ps. This is attributed
to the differences in the behavior of the solvent molecules during
the reaction. In water, which has a strongly hydrogen-bonded
structure, the solvent molecules trap the reactants and move with
them during the reactive process.35 This is also true in methanol,
but barrier crossing reactions in methanol may not involve major
changes in the linear structures of the hydrogen-bonded chains
formed by the solvent molecules.35 This makes the kernel
correlation timeτkc shorter in methanol compared to that in
water. In DMSO, the extent of hydrogen bonding is not very
significant because of the relatively less polar nature of the two
methyl groups (charges+0.160e each) [in water, charges on
atoms are H (+0.410e), O (-0.820e); and in methanol, charges
are H (+0.400e), O (-0.685e), CH3 (+0.285e)], although the
molecule has a stronger dipole moment (the dipole moments
of water, methanol, and DMSO are 1.82, 2.87, and 4.06 D,
respectively16). During the barrier crossing reactions in DMSO,
the solvent molecules form a tightly bound coordination shell
around the positive ion [as evidenced by the (Na+-O) radial
distribution function,30 peaked at 2.1 Å], but the coordination
shell around the negative ion is loosely bound [the (Cl--CH3)

radial distribution function30 peaked at 3.8 Å]. Because of this,
the solvent cage undergoes very little change during the passage
across the activation barrier. Henceτkc is shortest in DMSO.
The initial value of the friction kernel,ê(0), is the measure

of the magnitude of the fluctuations in the random forces at a
given temperature in the solvent medium. Numerically,ê(0)
equals the square of the electrostatic solvent frequency.46 This
also contributes to the resultant behavior of the reacting system
to be either in the nonadiabatic regime or in the polarization
caging regime.46,54,55 When in the nonadiabatic regime, the
solvent molecules cannot move significantly during the reaction
time (λr-1); that is, the solvent is effectively frozen during the
passage across the barrier top. For this limit,ωNA

2 > 0; where
ωNA

2 is the square of the nonadiabatic barrier frequency.54

The polarization caging regime is characterized by strong solvent
forces46whereê(0) exceeds the square of the barrier frequency;
i.e. ê(0) > ωb

2. In this regime, the motion of the solvent
molecules is required for the reaction to occur. The explicit
nature of the response of the solvent can be considered as
follows. When the ratioê(0)/ωb

2 just exceeds unity, the solvent
responds rapidly to the motion of the solute ion pair, but for
ê(0)/ωb

2 . 1, the solvent polarization lags the motion of the
solute,46 retarding the rate much below thekTST. Thus, when
the reactant ion pair moves away from the barrier top, it finds
itself in an effective potential well of frequencyωeff (with ωeff

2

) ê(0) - ωb
2 > 0). The solvent does not get any time to

readjust and the ion pair moves with this solvent shell around
it intact. Motion within this polarization cage is oscillatory,
and the barrier crossings and recrossings persist for an extended
length of time.46

We find, for the Na+-Cl- ion pair, ê(0)(methanol)<
ê(0)(water), ê(0)(DMSO). The initial frictionê(0) gauges
the coupling between the solvent dipoles and the reactant ion
pair.48 Although water molecule is the smallest of the three,
its ê(0) value is more than that in methanol because of its strong
hydrogen-bonded character. The negative values of the square

TABLE 4: Na +-Cl- Association and Dissociation Reactions in Water, in Methanol, and in DMSO

property in watera in methanolb in DMSOc

top barrier position,r (Å) 3.7 3.4 4.9
barrier frequency,ωb (ps-1) 16.1 19.7 11.9
initial friction coefficient,ê(0) (ps-2) 2.00× 103 1.47× 103 10.74× 103

constant friction coefficient,ê (ps-1) 199 80 251
Kramers transmission coefficient,κKr 0.08 0.23 0.05
Grote-Hynes transmission coefficient,κGH 0.22 0.49 0.05
reaction time scale,λr-1 (ps) 0.28 0.10 1.56
kernel correlation time,τkc (ps) 0.10 0.054 0.025
kernel decay time,t0.05 (ps) 0.79 0.59 0.38
nonadiabatic frequency,ωNA

2 (ps-2) -1.7× 103 -1.08× 103 -9.9× 103

aReference 33.bReference 35.c Present work.

TABLE 5: Na +-Na+ Association and Dissociation Reactions in Water, in Methanol, and in DMSO

property in watera in methanol in DMSOd

top barrier position,r (Å) 5.0 4.6b 4.9
barrier frequency,ωb (ps-1) 7.9 14.5c 15.6
initial friction coefficient,ê(0) (ps-2) 2.87× 103 2.31× 103 b 8.36× 103

constant friction coefficient,ê(ps-1) 369 194c 166
Kramers transmission coefficient,κKr 0.03 0.07c 0.09
Grote-Hynes transmission coefficient,κGH 0.02 0.12c 0.08
reaction time scale,λr-1 (ps) 4.50 0.56c 0.83
kernel correlation time,τkc (ps) 0.13 0.08c 0.02
kernel decay time,t0.05 (ps) 0.78 0.44c 0.40
nonadiabatic frequency,ωNA

2 (ps-2) -2.8× 103 -2.1× 103 c -7.9× 103

aReference 33.bReference 35.cComputed from the data given in ref 35.d Present work.

ωNA
2 ) ωb

2 - ê(0) (14)
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of the nonadiabatic barrier frequenciesωNA
2 for all three solvents

indicate strong polarization caging46 of the reactant Na+-Cl-
ion pair by the solvent molecules. Finally, the Kramers (κKr)
and the Grote-Hynes (κGH) transmission coefficients follow the
trend as dictated by the magnitudes of the barrier frequencies
in respective solvents. Thus,κKr(methanol)> κKr(water)>
κKr(DMSO) andκGH(methanol)> κGH(water)> κGH(DMSO).
From the data presented in Table 5, the barrier frequencies

for the Na+-Na+ ion pair in the three solvents follow the trend
ωb(DMSO) = ωb(methanol)> ωb(water). Theseωb’s have
been determined by fitting inverted parabolas to the respective
pmf’s in the ranger ) rq ( 0.5 Å. Like before, the magnitudes
of ωb reflect the steepness in the barrier in the pmf’s in the
presence of the respective solvents. The pmf’s of the Na+-
Na+ ion pair in methanol35 and in DMSO30 are equally steep in
the barrier regions, although the barrier top positions are
different in the two (top barrier position in methanol is at 4.6
Å and that in DMSO is at 4.9 Å). The pmf of the Na+-Na+

ion pair in water34 shows a flat maximum of ca. 1.5kBT at 5.0
Å. The small magnitude ofωb and the short-time negative
oscillations inêN(t) for this ion pair make the reaction time scale
value (λr-1) longest in water (4.50 ps). In DMSO and in
methanol, the values ofλr-1 are 0.83 and 0.56 ps, respectively,
for nearly equal values of barrier frequencies (ωb ) 14.5( 1.5
ps-1 in methanol, and 15.6( 1.5 ps-1 in DMSO). These results
also indicate that small values ofωb lead to large values of
λr-1 (exemplified by the case of water). For similar values of
ωb, greater negative oscillations inêN(t) tend to give larger
values of λr-1. This is exemplified here by DMSO and
methanol. From the above values of the reaction time scales,
we see that the reactant ion pair Na+-Na+ in water solvent
spends the longest time in the transition state.
The integral value ofêN(t) gives the kernel correlation time,

τkc (eq 13) for the reactant ion pair (referred to as the solvent
time scale,τc, in refs 33 and 35). We find that theτkc for the
Na+-Na+ ion pair is shortest in DMSO (0.02 ps), 0.08 ps in
methanol, and longest in water (0.13 ps). The times taken by
theêN(t) to decay to a small value (say 5% of the initial value)
are 0.40 ps (DMSO), 0.44 ps (methanol), and 0.78 ps (water).
Thus, the trends in theτkc values are identical to the trends in
t0.05 for this ion pair. The smallest value ofτkc in DMSO is
due to the strongly negative oscillations ofêN(t) observed until
0.5 ps, while only mildly negative oscillations ofêN(t) were
observed for shorter periods in water33 (up to 0.1 ps) and in
methanol35 (up to 0.2 ps). As in the case of the Na+-Cl- ion
pair, the trend in the kernel correlation times is attributed to
the differences in the behavior of the solvent molecules during
the reaction. The liquid structure of methanol is made up of
small linear chains of the methanol molecules connected by
hydrogen bonding, though the hydrogen bonding in methanol
is not as extensive as in water.16 In the present case, as the
ions have the same charges, each of the three solvents will have
their oxygen atoms oriented toward the Na+ ions. The reactant
Na+-Na+ ion pair resides in the polarization caging regime,46

because for each of the solvents the ratioê(0)/ωb
2 is much larger

than unity in all three solvents. The trend in the kernel
correlation time (τkc) is thus dictated strongly by the extent of
hydrogen bonding in the solvents; that is, the strongest
hydrogen-bonded solvent should have the longestτkc. Hence,
τkc(water)> τkc(methanol)> τkc(DMSO).
Apart from representing the dynamical role of the solvent,

the initial value of the friction kernel,ê(0), dictates the resultant
behavior of the reacting system to be either in the nonadiabatic
regime or in the polarization caging regime.46 For the Na+-
Na+ ion pair, we observe,ê(0)(methanol)< ê(0)(water),

ê(0)(DMSO). The explanation for the trend is similar to that
given for the Na+-Cl- ion pair. The large negative values of
the square of the nonadiabatic barrier frequenciesωNA

2 and the
magnitudes of the ratioê(0)/ωb

2 being much larger than unity
for all three solvents indicate strong polarization caging of the
Na+-Na+ ion pair by the respective solvent molecules. The
computed values of Kramers transmission coefficients (κKr)
follow the trend [κKr(DMSO) > κKr(methanol)> κKr(water)]
dictated by the magnitudes of the respective barrier frequencies.
The Grote-Hynes transmission coefficients (κGH) do not follow
the trend dictated by the magnitudes of the barrier frequencies,
because they depend on the reactive frequencyλr, which in turn
depends on the friction kernel in a more elaborate manner.

5. Reactive Flux Method

The reactive flux technique is commonly used to calculate
rate constants by computer simulation.6-8,13,56,57 For the Na+-
Cl- ion pair, the pmf can be used to divide the interionic
separations into reactants (CIP) and products (SSIP), while the
transition state is characterized by an interionic separation (r )
rq ) 4.9 Å) between the CIP and the SSIP at which the pmf
has the highest value. An activation barrier of ca. 28.7kBT
exists in the pmf of the ion pair in DMSO30 for the CIP to SSIP
conversion. Thus, the passage from the CIP to SSIP configu-
ration involves reactant motion over this activation barrier. For
the reverse process, the association barrier is about 1.9kBT.
That is, for the conversion of SSIP into CIP, the reactant is
required to cross this association barrier. An upper cutoff30 of
rm ) 7.8 Å is introduced in order to distinguish the SSIP species
from the free ions. However this cutoff has no effect on the
results of the MD simulations13 since, for the time scale
considered for the simulations (5.0 ps), no ion pairs are observed
to dissociate into free ions. Assuming a first-order macroscopic
rate law for both the species, one can write13

wherenc andns are the average number densities of the CIP
and SSIP;kf andkr are the forward and reverse rate constants,
respectively. These two rate constants are related by the CIP
S SSIP equilibrium constant,Keq) kf/kr. Usually the forward
rate constantkf is determined from a dynamical simulation, and
the reverse rate constantkr is calculated from the equilibrium
constant relation.13,29 The forward rate constantkf may be
computed from the plateau value in time of the quantitykf(t)
defined by6

The angular brackets denote an average over an equilibrium
canonical ensemble,V is the relative velocity of the reactant
ion pair, andθ is the Heaviside step function. For the present
work, V is taken to be positive in the direction of increasing
interionic separation. The step functionθ(x) in the numerator
ensures that the reaction coordinate is greater than its transition
state value, while the delta functionδ(x) localizes the system
at the transition state. A special MD method would be needed
to evaluatekf(t), which involves sampling of the equilibrium
initial conditions at the transition state.7 The TST result,kfTST,
for the forward rate constant is the equilibrium one-way flux58

across the transition state surface (r ) rq) in the direction CIP
f SSIP.

dnc(t)/dt ) -kfnc(t) + krns(t) (15a)

dns(t)/dt ) kfnc(t) - krns(t) (15b)

kf(t) )
〈(V‚r̂) δ(r - rq) θ(r(t) - rq)〉

〈θ(rq - r)〉
(16)
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whereâ ) (kB T)-1, µ is the reduced mass, andW(r) is the
pmf of the ion pair. The TST rate assumes that every trajectory
at rq with interionic velocity directed toward the SSIP spatial
region is a reactive trajectory.58 Due to the solvent-induced
recrossing at the barrier top, the actual rate deviates from this
value. The transmission coefficient is the measure of this
departure.

The transmission coefficientκ is determined in the MD
simulation by the plateau value in time of the time dependent
transmission coefficientκ(t), defined by

Equation 19 uses the time reversal symmetry andrq
( ) (rq (

ε), ε > 0. The infinitesimal quantityε ensuresκ(t)0) ) 1.
The estimation ofκ(t) involves sampling from a canonical set
of initial conditions propagated forward and backward in time
from the transition state. This approach was used by Ciccotti
et al.13 in their studies of the ion pair interconversion in model
polar solvents.
The time dependent transmission coefficientκ(t) was calcu-

lated using the scheme as proposed by Carter et al.12 and applied
by Ciccotti et al.13 A long MD simulation (∼1 ns) was carried
out with the interionic separation constrained atr ) rq for
generating equilibrium DMSO configurations with the reactant
ion pair fixed at the transition state. We have used dynamically
independent initial solvent configurations, each separated by 5
ps, to estimate the averages in eq 19. The interionic separation
was kept fixed atr ) rq, and the momentum associated with
this coordinate was also zero. Att ) 0, the constraint was
released, Maxwellian velocities were sampled for the reactant
ion pair, and the activated trajectory was followed for a time of
(5 ps.
Figure 6 shows the results for the dynamical transmission

coefficientκ(t) as a function of time for the Na+-Cl- ion pair
in DMSO. We find that a well-defined plateau value is
established after about 0.4 ps, and the estimated transmission
coefficient is 0.11( 0.05. After a plateau value is reached for
κ(t), a macroscopic rate law description holds good for the CIP
S SSIP interconversion. The quite small magnitude ofκMD
obtained through direct MD simulation is in fair agreement with
the values ofκKr andκGH for the Na+-Cl- ion pair, as seen in
section 4 of the present work. We have already reported the
Keq value of CIPS SSIP equilibrium in our earlier paper30 to
be 1.5× 10-8 at 298 K. The computed values of the rate
constants are given in Table 6. ThekfTST rate constant was
evaluated using eq 17b. The smaller value ofkrTST (2.33×
10-4 ps-1) for the Na+-Cl- ion pair in DMSO as compared
with the value ofkrTST (5.2× 10-2 ps-1 for the model polar
solvent13 with dipole moment 2.4 D and 8.6× 10-3 ps-1 for
the model polar solvent with dipole moment 3.0 D for the same

ion pair) seems to be due to the longer length of the SSIP region
in DMSO solvent, which is from 4.9 to 7.8 Å.
In Figure 7, we have presented several representative

trajectories for the reactant ion pair that give a clear indication
of the extensive recrossing in the barrier region.46 These
recrossings are responsible for the marked deviations from the
TST and, consequently, the small magnitude of the transmission
coefficient. For the Na+-Cl- ion pair, we have found that there
are approximately three DMSO molecules tightly bound to the
CIP configuration, four to five DMSOmolecules associated with
the transition state, and five DMSO molecules bound to the
SSIP configuration. Figure 2 shows detailed pictures of
representative solvent configurations at these interionic dis-
tances. In all three situations, the sodium end of the reactant
ion pair forms a solvation shell, with oxygen atoms of DMSO
staying closer to the ion within a radius of 2.1-2.5 Å. At the
chloride end, both sulfur and methyl groups compete to form
the solvation shell, with the radial distribution functions of
(Cl--S) and (Cl--CH3) showing the first peak positions at
4.8 and 3.7 Å, respectively. In accordance with the Hammond
postulate,13,59the transition state solvent configuration resembles
more closely that of the SSIP solvent configuration for the Na+-
Cl- ion pair in DMSO. As the ions separate, the coordination
shells around the ions formed by the atoms of the solvent also
change. This was analyzed by calculating the running coordina-
tion numbers for the ions16 at the three configurations, namely,
the CIP, the transition state, and the SSIP. Table 7 presents
the pair distances and coordination numbers for the Na+-O
and the Cl--CH3 pairs. We observe that the ion-solvent
coordination shells grow around each ion as the interionic
distance is increased. In the Na+-O case, the running
coordination numbers are calculated by integrating the corre-
spondingg(r) up to the first minimum in thisg(r), which occurs
at 3.8 Å. We see that for the Na+-O pair, the coordination
number increases from 3.2 (CIP) to 4.6 (transition state) and
finally to 5.1 (SSIP). In the case of the Cl--CH3 pair, the
g(r) has been integrated up to 5.0 Å. This distance is the
location of the minimum in the Cl--CH3 radial distribution
function when the Na+-Cl- ion pair separation is at 2.6 Å.
Although the location of this minimum shifts to larger distances
(up to 5.9 Å) at the SSIP, we have integrated up to 5.0 Å to
show the relative growth in the solvation structure around the
chloride ion up to this separation. It is seen from the table that
the coordination numbers for the Cl--CH3 pair grow from 9.0
(CIP) to 10.5 (transition state) and finally to 11.0 (SSIP). The

kf
TST )

〈(V‚r̂) θ(V‚r̂) δ(r - rq)〉
〈θ(rq - r)〉

(17a)

) (2πâµ)-1/2 (rq)2 exp[-âW(rq)]/{∫0rq

dr r 2exp[-âW(r)]}
(17b)

κ ) kf/kf
TST (18)

κ(t) )
kf(t)

kf
TST

)

〈(V‚r̂) θ(V‚r̂) δ(r - rq) [θ(r(t) - rq
-) - θ(r(- t) - rq

+)]〉

〈(V‚r̂) θ(V‚r̂) δ(r - rq)〉
(19)

Figure 6. Dynamical transmission coefficientκ(t) versus time.κ is
estimated from the plateau value of the curve.

TABLE 6: Interconversion Rate Constants and the
Transmission Coefficient

kfTST (s-1) kf (s-1) krTST (ps-1) kr (ps-1) κMD

3.50 0.38 2.33× 10-4 2.56× 10-5 (0.11( 0.05)
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growth of the structures around the ion pairs has already been
shown in detail in Figure 2. These results clearly indicate the
larger structural rearrangement around the sodium ion as one
goes from the CIP to the SSIP configuration leading to a more
strongly solvated cation as the SSIP separates into fully
dissociated ions.
We have computed an ensemble of 200 trajectories that start

from the pmf barrier top atr ) rq ) 4.9 Å. These were
classified into four types depending on the reactant and product
states [namely, CIPf CIP (type I), CIPf SSIP (type II), SSIP
f CIP (type III), and SSIPf SSIP (type IV)], which were
determined respectively from the backward and forward time
evolution from the transition state. Roughly, we have consid-
ered the ion pair to be in the CIP well if the interionic distance
is less than 3.5 Å and to be in the SSIP well if the distance is
more than 6.5 Å. We found that about 20% of the trajectories
represent type I, 12% represent type II, 8% represent type III,
and the rest represent type IV. The representative trajectories
in Figure 7 exemplify each of these types. It is clearly seen
that when an activated trajectory travels from the CIP to the
SSIP region or vice versa in the configuration space, multiple
recrossings occur. In Figure 7b, we see that there are six

recrossings (per ps) for the CIPf SSIP, and in Figure 7c, we
have four recrossings (per ps) for the SSIPf CIP conversion.
Also, the fate of an activated trajectory originating at the
transition state (r ) rq) is decided within a time interval of less
than 0.5 ps. The recrossing dynamics induced by the presence
of the solvent brings down the value of the rate constant much
below the TST predicted value.

6. Conclusions

Constrained MD simulations have been performed to study
several dynamical aspects of the CIPS SSIP process for a
sodium chloride ion pair in dimethyl sulfoxide. We have
calculated the solvent friction kernels for Na+-Cl-, Na+-Na+,
and Cl--Cl- ion pairs in DMSO. The friction kernels in
DMSO show many similarities to the friction kernels in water
and in methanol. Each of these have a very rapid short-time
decay, followed by an oscillatory long-time decay. As the
DMSO solvent molecules are fairly large, they tend to solvate
the reactant ion pair jointly even at large interionic separations
of ∼7 Å. This makes the SSIP configuration a less preferred
one, even at large interionic separations, a fact supported by
the very deep potential minimum in the ion-ion potential of
mean force. Earlier calculations of the solvent friction kernels
for the three ion pairs in water and in methanol emphasized the
dependence of the initial valueê(0) of the friction kernel on
interionic separation. In the present study, the initial values of
the friction kernels for the Na+-Cl- ion pair in DMSO do not
show the proportionate increase with increasing interionic
separation, as observed in the case of water and methanol. In
contrast, the Na+-Na+ ion pair in DMSO shows increased value
of the friction kernel with increasing interionic distance. This
was also observed in methanol, but not in the case of water.
For the Cl--Cl- ion pair, theê(0) values in DMSO remain

Figure 7. Representative trajectories illustrating the multiple recrossing character of the ion pair dynamics in the barrier region. The transition
state surface (r ) rq) is also indicated: (a) CIPf CIP (b) CIPf SSIP (c) SSIPf CIP (d) SSIPf SSIP.

TABLE 7: Pair Distances and Coordination Numbers (CN)
for the Na+ and Cl- Ions in DMSO

r(Na+-Cl-) )
2.6 Å

r(Na+-Cl-) )
4.9 Å

r(Na+-Cl-) )
7.2 Å

pair
distance
(Å) CNa

distance
(Å) CNa

distance
(Å) CNa

Na+-O 2.1 3.2 (3.8) 2.1 4.6 (3.8) 2.1 5.1 (3.8)
Cl--CH3 3.7 9.0 (5.0) 3.7 10.5 (5.0) 3.7 11.0 (5.0)a

aObtained by the integration of the first peaks of the different radial
distribution functions. The values in parentheses next to the coordina-
tion numbers are the cutoff distances (in Å) used in the integration.
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more or less unchanged with increasing interionic distance, while
the same in water showed an increase.
As regards the very small magnitude of the transmission

coefficient, calculated either by the Kramers theory or by the
Grote-Hynes theory, we are led to believe that the TST is not
generally applicable to these activated processes in solu-
tion.11,13,28,29,35 In the Kramers formula, the constant friction
coefficientê (eq 9) of the time dependent friction kernelê(t) is
used to account for the solvent frictional forces. This is not
strictly correct, as the dynamicalκ(t) reaches a plateau value
only after∼0.4 ps (Figure 6). The long-time tail ofê(t) (which
extends fort . 0.4 ps) contributes significantly to the constant
friction coefficient (eq 10). The Grote-Hynes theory38,46

expresses the transmission coefficient in terms of the full time
dependent friction kernel,ê(t), of the solvent associated with
the reactive motion of the ion pair at the barrier top. In
conjunction with the direct MDκ(t), it is thus evident that the
shorter time components ofê(t) are the most important13 (i.e.
less than 0.4 ps). Due to extensive solvent-induced recrossings
of the top of the barrier in the pmf, the computed value ofκMD
is considerably less than the TST prediction.
We have analyzed the ion pair interconversion processes

involving Na+-Cl- and Na+-Na+ pairs in DMSO. However,
since the pmf of the Cl--Cl- ion pair does not possess any
local maximum or minimum in DMSO, such an analysis could
not be performed in this case. For the description of the
nonequilibrium solvation and the participation of the solvent
in chemical reactions in solution, the quantity of interest is the
square of the nonadiabatic barrier frequency,ωNA

2. We have
calculatedωNA

2 for both Na+-Cl- and Na+-Na+ barrier
crossing reactions in DMSO. The large negative magnitude of
this quantity (ωNA

2 ) -9.9× 103 ps-2 for Na+-Cl- andωNA
2

) -7.9× 103 ps-2 for Na+-Na+) advocates the fact that the
solvent instantaneously traps the reactant ion pair in a polariza-
tion cage, around which the relative motion of the solvent
molecules dictates the stability of the CIP/SSIP. This is in
agreement with the prediction of a very stable CIP configuration
(depth of the potential well equals 28.7kBT) for the Na+-Cl-
ion pair.
As an extreme limit of the polarization caging regime, when

τkc , λr-1 (τkc is the kernel correlation time andλr-1 is the
reaction time), the reactant system resides in the adiabatic
regime. Under such circumstances, the predictions of the
Grote-Hynes theory reduce to those of the Kramers theory,
making the values ofκGH andκKr nearly identical. In DMSO,
observed values forτkc and λr-1 are 0.025 and 1.56 ps,
respectively, for Na+-Cl-, while for Na+-Na+, the same are
0.02 and 0.83 ps, respectively. Our observations confirm that
for Na+-Cl-, κGH ) κKr ) 0.05, while for Na+-Na+, κGH is
0.08 andκKr is 0.09. We would like to note that if we uset0.05
in place ofτkc and compare this withλr-1, we find thatt0.05 <
λr-1 for both the ion pairs in DMSO and thatκGH ) κKr.
Extending this analogy to the other two solvents, viz., water
and methanol, we find that for the Na+-Cl- ion pair in water
τkc is 0.10 ps whileλr-1 is 0.28 ps and thatκGH (0.22)* κKr
(0.18). In this case,t0.05 (0.79 ps)> λr-1 and the system is not
in the adiabatic regime. A similar conclusion also holds for
the Na+-Cl- ion pair in methanol. For the Na+-Na+ ion pair
in water the system is once again in the adiabatic regime asτkc
(0.13 ps), λr-1 (4.50 ps). In this case,t0.05 (0.78 ps) is again
smaller thanλr-1. Finally, the Na+-Na+ ion pair in methanol
deviates slightly from the adiabatic regime asτkc (0.08 ps) is
not really much smaller thanλr-1 (0.56 ps) andκGH (0.12)*
κKr (0.07). We note that in this case alsot0.05, which is 0.44
ps, is comparable to the reaction time scaleλr-1. Thus we find

that the value oft0.05 can also be used for comparison with the
reaction time scales.
Detailed features of the reaction mechanism depend strongly

on the reorganization of the solvent molecules around the
reactant ion pair. For the Na+-Cl- pair, four DMSOmolecules
are found to be tightly bound to the CIP, six to seven molecules
are seen to be associated with the transition state, and eight
DMSOmolecules surround the ion pair to form the SSIP (Figure
2). In all these configurations, oxygen atoms form the
coordination shell at the Na+ end; sulfur atoms compete with
the methyl groups to form the coordination shell at the Cl- end.
The distance dependence of the growth of the solvation shell
around the reactant ion pair has been monitored by calculating
the running coordination numbers. For the (Na+-O) shell, the
coordination number (when the integration ofg(r) is performed
up to 3.8 Å) changes from 3 (CIP) to 4-5 (transition state) to
5 (SSIP). For the (Cl--CH3) shell, the coordination number
(when the integration ofg(r) is performed up to 5.0 Å) changes
from 9 (CIP) to 10-11 (transition state) to 11 (SSIP). From
these data, it is evident that the closest coordination shells of
the respective ions change significantly when the ion pair moves
from a CIP to the transition state and finally to the SSIP. As
the solvent coordination gets changed during the passage of CIP
to SSIP and vice versa, one concludes that the interconversion
process involves considerable solvent reorganization, especially
toward the strongly bound sodium end.
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